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Trading – buying, selling and switching assets

Introduction

Guide

This document describes the process of buying, selling, switching and rebalancing assets in the client accounts on the Nucleus platform.

This document should be read in conjunction with the functionality user guides where your trade order involves the use of tools such as 
rebalancing, model portfolios, bulk switching.

The trade types can be described as:-

• Buy: a single transaction for a cash amount to purchase shares or units in a platform asset

• Sell: a single transaction for a cash or unitary amount to redeem shares or units in plaform assets to generate cash

• Switch: transactions to sell for a cash or unitary amount to redeem shares or units in platform assets to purchase shares or units in one or 
more platform assets. The buy trade order(s) of a switch will be made once confirmation is updated for the last sell trade (flagged asset notes 
will let you know which assets are not eligible to switch on confirm).

How do you start?
The trading options are accessed via the individual account that you wish to be traded on. From the client’s ‘wrap summary’ page,  
select the account you wish to trade on by clicking on the account name, this then brings up the account summary.

Once in the account you will see the options below. The trading options are accessed by hovering your cursor over the ‘trading’ tab.
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Buys
By selecting the ‘buy’ option you can purchase individual assets or allocate an amount to a model portfolio. The figure in the ‘Available cash’ field 
confirms how much cash the client currently has to invest.

Please note: In order to allocate assets to a model portfolio, the model portfolio must already be linked to the account. For more information  
on this please see the model portfolio user guide.
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Selecting assets to purchase
If you have a model portfolio associated with an account, you have the option to buy against that model portfolio. To do this:

• Enter the amount you wish to buy

• Click the ‘allocate asset’ button to apply the default model weightings, if you want to change this you can overtype the amounts
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If you wish to buy individual assets enter the monetary figure of the amount required in the amount field as shown below. This will default to 
show any assets the client has already invested in and you can allocate the investment amounts as required.

Further assets can be added by using the ‘search for an asset’ function. Enter the name or part of the name, Isin or Sedol of an asset in the 
search field:
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A list of matching assets will then be displayed:

You can then select the asset you want by using the ‘+’ button. You can also view the fund factsheet by clicking on the asset name. 

The selected asset is then added to the ‘asset selection’ list where you can add the amount you wish to buy:

Once you have entered the amount you wish to buy click on the ‘continue’ button.
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The ‘confirm buy’ screen allows you to review the asset(s) and last available asset price that we have. Once you’re happy with them, click the ‘buy’ 
button. A confirmation message will then appear. If you decide not to buy the asset, click the ‘back’ button. You’ll then be able to remove it from 
the asset selection.

Once confirmed, monies allocated to the buy will be set aside and can be seen as reserved cash. You can also see the transactions in progress 
on the ‘account summary’ page. If you had added a new asset for investment where there is a model added to the account you may need to 
update the model or exclude the asset from rebalancing to ensure that it is not sold when the account is rebalanced.

The buy instruction creates a trade order that is sent to the respective asset manager for processing. The stages are as follows:

• Awaiting order – the deal has not yet been placed with the fund manager

• Ordered – the deal has been placed with the fund manager

• Reconciled – the deal has been confirmed by the fund manager, a contract note received and input

• Applied – the units have been applied to the client’s account
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Sells
The ‘sell’ page lists the assets held in an account and enables you to fully or partially dispose of them individually or collectively. For each asset 
you can chose to sell by percentage, by units or by a monetary amount. Please see the screen on the following page.

Please note: You’re only able to sell a maximum of 80 per cent from an asset if selling by monetary amount. If more than 80 per cent is required 
you will need to sell down by units or percentage. We cap instructions (being submitted as a monetary amount) at 80 per cent to avoid scenarios 
where market fluctuation results in us having trade instructions for an amount higher than the value of the holding in question. 
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To sell an asset, select the required withdrawal method from the dropdown menu, this will allow you to add the values into the relevant box  
for that asset.

If selling by percentage or units, the value of the sale will be calculated when you move out of the selected text box. This will enable you to see 
the approximate value of the sale before confirmation. Note that the amount sold by the asset manager will not be confirmed until typically t+1/
t+2 days.

If selling by unit, you will also have the ability to select how the units are sold in terms of the certificates issued. They can be sold by youngest  
first or oldest first methods.

Once you have entered all of the required sells click the ‘continue’ button.

The confirm sell page allows you to review the sale. If you don’t wish to proceed click the ‘back’ button to make changes.

Click the ‘sell’ button to confirm the sale. The following page will confirm the sell instruction has successfully been submitted. The estimated  
sale amount can then be seen in the reserved cash field.

The sell instruction creates an order that is sent to the respective fund manager for processing. The order has a lifecycle similar to a buy.

Once the trade has been confirmed the cash from the sell will appear in ‘uncleared cash’ until the fund manager settles the deal with us  
at which point it will move into ‘available cash’.
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Switches
The switch option is essentially a combined sell and a buy instruction. To instruct a switch first complete the ‘switch from’ section. Similar to a sell 
you can select percentage, units or monetary amount.

The next step is to search for the required asset(s) in the ‘switch to’ field, this feature works in the same way as searching for an asset when 
placing a buy.

Once you’ve added the asset(s) to be switched in you need to allocate the percentage of the switch out proceeds (the figure in the total column 
beneath the switch out section) to each of the switch in assets.

Switch on confirm
Assets that are daily traded are switched using a ‘switch on confirm’ process.

In practice this means the ‘switch in’ part of the deal is ordered once the sells from the ‘switch out’ request is confirmed by the fund manager – 
usually within t+2/t+3 days. This reduces the total settlement time for the transaction to complete. For non-daily traded assets, the sells must  
be fully settled before the buys can be initiated.
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Flagged assets
You’ll notice that a number of assets on the platform are flagged – the flag will usually indicate that the asset has some non-standard features. 
The most common reasons for an asset to be flagged are because the asset has a minimum trade value, or because it only trades weekly or 
monthly. Further information of flagged assets can be found in the ‘Flagged assets user guide’.

Trading Times
Winterflood    10am and 3pm 
Direct with fund managers   10:30am

Monitoring trades
You can monitor trading progress by creating an ’Alert’ from the ‘Tools’ section on the platform or by accessing the ‘Trades outstanding report’ 
available in the Reports section on the platform. User guides are also available for both alerts and reports.

Further support
Hopefully you’re now aware of the process for trading for your clients on the Nucleus platform. If you need further help  
please contact the client relations team on 0131 226 9535 or through our ‘Live Support’ feature, which you can find on the top right of the  
platform home page.



  client.relations@nucleusfinancial.com   @nucleuswrap   www.nucleusfinancial.com

0063.07
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Nucleus Financial Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, is registered in England with company number 05629686 and has its registered office at Elder House,  
St Georges Business Park, Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0TS. Please note that telephone calls may be recorded in order to monitor the quality of our customer service and for training purposes.


